


Using Nanokeratin System range of highly effective blends brings 
a multitude of benefits to the hair, including comprehensive 
care, nourishment and anti aging as well as protection against 
environmental influences regaining hair perfection - healthy, flexible, 
anti frizz, smooth, lustrous, silky and manageable. 

Synergizing beauty, science and wellbeing at the forefront of hair 
technology, Nanokeratin System is a global Bio-Technological pioneer, 
focused on researching & developing professional and home care 
blends, based on patented NK3000S Biomimetic Technology.

Patented Biomimetic Technology

nanoSmooth



PROFESSIONAL CARE
Nanokeratin System Laboratories formulated revolutionary patented 
NK3000S Biomimetic technology which comprises unique Biomimetic 
particles entering gaps between hair cuticles, closing cuticles and 
enabling natural hair process by locking pigment & nourishing nutrients 
so hair can heal itself from the inside.

PROFESSIONAL CARE
INDULGENCE OF ULTIMATE SALON LUXURY

THECHNOLOGY

Within Professional segment, Nanokeratin System 
offers three advanced In Salon services:

HAIR RECUPERATION An advanced remedy to recuperate 
damaged hair following Colouring and Bleaching

SOFT SMOOTHING Gentle changing of hair texture

COMPLETE SMOOTHING Changing hair texture to Complete Smooth 

NKS3000S BIOMIMETIC 
CUPERATION



RECHARGE Enhancing Therapy Cream™ for natural hair

nanoSmooth Recharge Enhancing Therapy Cream™ for natural Hair has 
been formulated to smooth your hair while treating it to intense hydration 
and nourishment. The combination of pure camellia oil and virgin sesame 
oil combats fatigue and stress and reverses the effects of aging, creating an 
external shell that protects your hair from environmental elements and UV 
rays, and an internal shell that reinforces, preserves and shields the essential 
components within the hair follicles, resulting in a young, vibrant, healthy and 
smooth appearance.

Directions for use:

Divide the hair into four sections. Prepare 1oz -2.5oz (an amount depends 
on length of hair). Starting at the nape, apply the smoothing cream section by 
section - each section should be about 2 inch wide by 0.5 inch thick. Coat the 
whole length of the hair and comb downward using a fine tooth comb. Leave 
for 30-40 minutes. Blow dry the hair completely. Iron the hair 6-10 times using 
the Nanokeratin System Iron at a temperature of 390° F - 450 °F, depending on 
hair texture.

320 ML     550 ML    1000 ML
10 fl oz      18 fl oz    33 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:

RESTART Priming Shampoo™ for all hair types

nanoSmooth Restart Priming Shampoo™ gently and effectiviely 
cleanses your scalp and hair, removing residue from hair 
and roots,and relaxing hair cuticles to allow the treatment to 
penetrate the cortex

Directions for use:

Apply to the hair lather for 1-2 minutes and rinse well. If your 
hair has never undergone straightening treatment in the past, 
apply to hair a second time. Blow-Dry the Hair with a hair dryer 
until it is 100% dry

320 ML    550 ML
10 fl oz      18 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:



RECHARGE Therapy Cream™  for Sensitised / chemically treated hair

nanoSmooth Recharge Therapy Cream™ for sensitised/chemically treated hair 
has been formulated to smooth your hair while hydrating and nourishing. The 
combination of pure camellia oil and geranium provides an intensive treatment 
for dry, frizzy hair and reverses the effects of aging, creating an external shell 
that protects your hair from environmental elements and UV rays, and an 
internal shell that reinforces, preserves and shields the essential components 
within the hair follicles, creating a young, vibrant, healthy and smooth 
appearance.

Directions for use:

Divide the hair into four sections. Prepare 1 oz - 2.5 oz (an amount depends 
on length of hair). Starting at the nape, apply the smoothing cream section by 
section - each section should be about 2 inch wide by 0.5 inch thick. Coat the 
whole length of the hair and comb downward using a fine tooth comb. Leave 
for 30-40 minutes. Blow-dry the hair completely. Iron the hair 6-10 times using 
the Nanokeratin System Iron at a temperature of 300° F - 360 °F, depending on 
hair texture.

320 ML     550 ML    1000 ML
10 fl oz      18 fl oz    33 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:

320 ML     550 ML    1000 ML
10 fl oz      18 fl oz    33 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:

RECHARGE Nourishing Anti Fade Cream™ for coloured hair

nanoSmooth Recharge Nourishing Anti Fade Cream™ for coloured Hair has 
been formulated to maintain your smooth hair while deeply hydrating and 
nourishing. The combination of pure camellia oil and organic Shea butter 
provides high protection against UV rays while reversing the effects of aging. 
It creates an external shell that protects your hair from environmental elements 
and an internal shell that reinforces, preserves and shields the essential 
components within the hair follicles, granting a young, vibrant, healthy and 
smooth appearance.

Directions for use:

Divide the hair into four sections. Prepare 1 oz - 2.5 oz (an amount depends 
on length of hair). Starting at the nape, apply the smoothing cream section by 
section - each section should be about 2 inch wide by 0.5 inch thick. Coat the 
whole length of the hair and comb downward using a fine tooth comb. Leave 
for 30-40 minutes. Blow dry the hair completely. Iron the hair 6-10 times using 
the Nanokeratin System Iron at a temperature of 360° F - 390 °F, depending on 
hair texture.



1 2 3

ADVANCED IN SALON SERVICES

RECUPERATION & SMOOTHING NK3000S Biomimetic Technology

https://vimeo.com/92128744
https://vimeo.com/92128744


HOME CARE

nanoSmooth offers you the ultimate, multi-sensory hair kit bursting with superior ingredients. Rich cleansers, feather-light 
treatments, luxurious masks and daily styling blends envelop you with aromatic essences, creating a total sensuous experience 
and incredible results. With just a few moments of your precious time, the following home care routine will make you look as 
though you have just stepped out of the salon feeling fabulous and oozing confidence.  These blends will maintain and prolong 
your smoothing treatment, protect your hair from UV rays and with their anti aging properties, restore and rejuvenate hair.

The 3 new in-salon treatments are backed up with a brand new, extensive home care range, specifically designed to support each of 
one of the treatments. Each now having its own shampoo, conditioner & mask with specific formulations for

NATURAL HAIR Combines pure camellia oil and virgin sesame oil to provide an intensive treatment that restores the hair’s 
vitality and shine and protects the hair against environmental toxins. It maintains the hair’s natural state and appearance, just better.

COLOURED HAIR Treating coloured hair requires special components such as pure camellia oil and organic Shea butter. Its 
anti fade features are the perfect answer for revitalizing the hair as well as prolonging and enhancing its colour.

SENSITISED / CHEMICALLY TREATED HAIR  Combines pure camellia oil and geranium to profoundly nourish dry, 
frizzy hair resulting from ongoing chemical treatments. It reverses the aging and dehydrating effects of chemicals, leaving the hair in 
perfect condition.

HOME CARE
YOUR HAIR’S TRUE POTENTIAL

VEAL



Natural Hair

REVIVE Invigorating Shampoo™ for natural/untreated hair

nanoSmooth Revive Invigorating Shampoo™ has been formulated for non-
coloured/untreated hair. This paraben and SLS free shampoo gently and 
effectively cleanses your scalp and hair, enhancing it with pure essential oils 
to provide an intensive treatment that restores your hair’s vitality and shine 
and protects it against the aging effects induced by environmental toxins. Our 
intensive shampoo ensures that your hair’s natural keratin layer is maintained 
to prevent protein loss, thus optimising the effects of the smoothing treatment.
 
Directions for use:

Apply a generous amount of Invigorating Shampoo™. Lather for 1-2 minutes. 
Rinse well. Massage Hydrating Conditioner™ or Revitalising Mask™ to damp 
hair. Rinse well. For enhanced results, use Reinvent Leave-In Conditioner™ or 
Reseal Soft Keratin Serum™.

320 ML      550 ML
10 fl oz      18 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:



REHYDRATE Hydrating Conditioner™ for natural/untreated hair

nanoSmooth Rehydrate Hydrating Conditioner™ for natural/untreated 
hair replenishes post-treatment hair and restores optimum moisture 
levels and nutrients. With pure essential oils which create a buffer against 
environmental toxins and restore your hair’s vitality, the Hydrating 
Conditioner invigorates and conditions your hair as well as improving its 
tactile properties.

Directions for use:

Massage conditioner for 1-2 minutes into damp hair and scalp after 
shampooing with Invigorating Shampoo™. Rinse well. For enhanced 
results, use Reinvent Leave-In Conditioner™ or Reseal Soft Keratin Serum™.

REVITALISE Revitalising Mask™ for natural/untreated hair

nanoSmooth Revitalise Revitalising Mask™ for natural/untreated 
hair has been formulated to provide a deep conditioning treatment 
for non-coloured hair. It contains amino acids, patented biomimetic 
ingredients and antioxidants that detoxify, rejuvenate and detangle 
damaged and fragile hair. This unique combination of our essential 
components nourishes your hair by penetrating from roots to tips, 
leaving your hair smooth, silky and frizz-free.

Directions for use:

After shampooing with Invigorating Shampoo™, towel dry hair. 
Coat mask over hair and leave for 10 minutes. Rinse with lukewarm 
water. For enhanced results, use Reinvent Leave-In Conditioner™ or 
Reseal Soft Keratin Serum™.

320 ML     550 ML
10 fl oz      18 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:

230 ML     500 ML
8 fl oz      16 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:



Coloured Hair

RESTORE Preserve Colour Shampoo™ for coloured hair

nanoSmooth Restore-Preserve Colour Shampoo™ is a paraben and SLS free 
shampoo designed to gently cleanse your hair without stripping its colour. 
This anti fade effect derives from our natural, pure conditioning ingredients 
that provide an intensive treatment for dry, frizzy hair, reversing the aging 
effects of UV rays and healing the hair. Our Preserve Colour Shampoo™ 
ensures that your hair’s natural keratin layer is maintained while preventing 
protein loss, thus optimizing the effects of the smoothing treatment.

Directions for use:

Apply a generous amount of Preserve Colour Shampoo™. Lather for 1-2 
minutes. Rinse well. Massage Colour Preserving™ Conditioner or Replenish 
Colour Preserving Mask™ to damp hair. Rinse well. For enhanced results, 
use Reinvent Leave-In Conditioner™ or Reseal Soft Keratin Serum™.

320 ML     550 ML
10 fl oz      18 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:



REPLENISH Colour Preserving Mask™ for coloured hair

nanoSmooth Replenish Colour Preserving Mask™ with  
a built-in anti fade effect for coloured hair has been formulated 
to provide a deep conditioning treatment for coloured hair. It 
contains amino acids, patented biomimetic ingredients and 
antioxidants that detoxify, rejuvenate and detangle damaged 
and fragile hair. This anti fade effect derives from our effective 
conditioning components – pure natural ingredients that penetrate 
from roots to tips, leaving your hair smooth, silky and frizz-free.

Directions for use:

After shampooing with Restore-Preserve Colour Shampoo™, towel 
dry hair. Coat mask over hair and leave for 10 minutes. Rinse 
with lukewarm water. For enhanced results, use Reinvent Leave-In 
Conditioner™ or Reseal Soft Keratin Serum™.

RECONDITION Colour Preserving Conditioner™ for coloured hair

nanoSmooth Recondition Colour Preserving Conditioner™, with its built-in 
anti fade effect for coloured hair, replenishes post-treatment hair and restores 
optimum moisture levels and nutrients, without stripping its colour. This anti 
fade effect derives from our effective conditioning components; with pure 
natural ingredients to create a buffer against environmental toxins and UV 
rays to heal your hair. The Preserve Colour Conditioner™ invigorates and 
conditions your hair as well as improving its tactile properties.

Directions for use:

Massage conditioner for 1-2 minutes into damp hair and scalp after 
shampooing with Restore-Preserve Colour Shampoo™. Rinse well. For 
enhanced results, use Reinvent Leave-In Conditioner™ or Reseal Soft Keratin 
Serum™.

320 ML     550 ML
10 fl oz      18 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:

230 ML     500 ML
8 fl oz      16 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:



Sensitised Hair

RE-ENHANCE Refining Shampoo™ Sensitised / chemically 
treated hair

nanoSmooth Re-enhance Refining Shampoo™ for sensitised/
chemically treated hair is a paraben and SLS free shampoo designed 
to gently cleanse your hair while enhancing its highlights. Our pure 
natural ingredients provide an intensive treatment for dry, frizzy hair 
and restore its vitality and shine.Ultimately, our refining shampoo 
ensures that your hair’s natural keratin layer is maintained while 
preventing protein loss, thus optimising the effects of the smoothing 
treatment.

Directions for use:

Apply a generous amount of Refining Shampoo™. Lather for 1-2 
minutes. Rinse well. Massage Refining Conditioner™ or Refining 
Mask™ on damp hair. Rinse well. For enhanced results, use Reinvent 
Leave-In Conditioner™ or Reseal Soft Keratin Serum™.

320 ML     550 ML
10 fl oz      18 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:



REJUVENATE Refining Mask™ for Sensitised / chemically 
treated hair

nanoSmooth Rejuvenate Refining Mask™ for sensitised/chemically 
treated hair has been formulated to provide a deep conditioning 
treatment for chemically treated hair. It contains amino acids, 
patented biomimetic ingredients and antioxidants that detoxify, 
rejuvenate and detangle damaged and fragile hair. This unique 
combination of our essential components nourishes your hair by 
penetrating from roots to tips, leaving hair smooth, silky and frizz-
free.

Directions for use:

After shampooing with Re-enhance Refining Shampoo™, towel 
dry hair. Coat mask over hair and leave for 10 minutes. Rinse 
with lukewarm water. For enhanced results, use Reinvent Leave-In 
Conditioner™ or Reseal Soft Keratin Serum™.

320 ML     550 ML
10 fl oz      18 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:

230 ML     500 ML
8 fl oz      16 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:

REFINE Refining Conditioner™ for Sensitised / chemically 
treated hair

nanoSmooth Refine Refining Conditioner™ for sensitised/chemically 
treated hair replenishes post-treatment hair and restores optimum 
moisture levels and nutrients, while enhancing the hair’s highlights. 
Natural plant extracts and oils serve to relax your hair and create 
a barrier against environmental toxins and UV rays. The Refining 
Conditioner invigorates and conditions your hair and dramatically 
improves its texture.

Directions for use:

Massage conditioner for 1-2 minutes into damp hair and scalp after 
shampooing with Re-enhance Refining Shampoo™. Rinse well. For 
enhanced results, use Reinvent Leave-In Conditioner™ or Reseal Soft 
Keratin Serum™.



ALL HAIR TYPES

REINVENT Leave-In Conditioner™ 
for all hair types

nanoSmooth Reinvent Leave-In 
Conditioner™ provides optimum 
moisture, leaving your hair flexible, 
easy to style and maintain Thermal 
protection. Reinvent Leave-In 
Conditioner serves as an additional 
shield against UV rays that restores and 
protects your hair following treatment.

Directions for use:

Apply Reinvent Leave-In Conditioner to 
towel-dried hair, work product along 
the full length of the hair. Style as usual. 
Blow-dry or air-dry!

RESEAL Soft Keratin Serum™ for all 
hair types

nanoSmooth Reseal Soft Keratin 
Serum™ restores your hair and provides 
a layer of protection against toxic 
environmental elements, to create 
smooth and frizz-free hair. The serum 
revitalises and rejuvenates your hair for 
a soft, supple and shiny result and more 
manageable hair.

Directions for use:

Apply a small amount of Reseal Soft 
Keratin Serum to towel-dried hair, work 
product along the full length of the hair. 
Style as usual. Blow-dry or air-dry!

150 ML
5 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:

150 ML
5 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:



RESMOOTH  Professional Kit™ for all hair types

De-frizz and Re-charge client tresses with this total-
solution smoothing & nourishing Kit, based on patented 
Biomimetic technology and enriched with pure, natural 
ingredients for silky-smooth, healthy, manageable,  
frizz-free and lustrous hair.

Directions for use:

Restart Priming shampoo for all hair type, Recharge 
Enhancing Therapy Cream for natural hair, Recharge 
Nourishing Anti Fade Cream for coloured hair, Recharge 
Therapy Cream for Sensitised / Chemically treated hair, 
Treat-bowl, Treat-comb, Treat-brush.

4X320 ML
4X10 fl oz

Volume:
Volume:



 www.nanokeratinsystem.com

http://www.nanokeratinsystem.com
https://www.facebook.com/NanokeratinOfficial/

